With Evergreen® IM motors, you’ll give your customers the efficiency and comfort of a new ECM driven system, without replacing the entire system. Simply replace their PSC motor with an Evergreen IM motor.

**INDOOR BLOWER MOTORS**

**HEALTH AND COMFORT BENEFITS**

- Improve health by providing 24hr operation of Indoor Air Quality (IAQ) products: Continuous air circulation offers comfort and health benefits to you and your family by providing 24hr operation of IAQ products such as air filters and UV lights while also reducing temperature variances.
- Increase comfort with reduced noise and temperature difference: The advanced ECM technology in Evergreen IM motors reduces noise by quietly changing speed between heating and cooling demands. This motor delivers continuous fan operation that is notably quieter than your old motor without making your home feel drafty.

**ENERGY SAVINGS**

- 25% more efficient in heating and cooling modes of operation.
- 75% more efficient in continuous fan mode.
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